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About This Content

CONTAINER PRODUCTS – 20/40FT DRY VAN CONTAINERS

Some months ago, when I was walking around a large shipping terminal in Waigaoqiao, Shanghai, I saw many colourful
containers stacked together - which came from all over the world - looking like towering blocks of beautiful skyscrapers. From
that time, I planned to make and place these cool iron boxes into my favorite simulator, making our experiences more awesome

and more realistic.

Now, you will get a total of 10 styles of 20ft and 40ft dry van containers in your railroad world. You are able to carry them by
X2K double-stack container well wagons.

Features Include:
- 10 styles.

- Normal Maps.
- Weathered.

X2K DOUBLE-STACK CONTAINER WELL WAGONS
If you intend to travel between Shanghai and Beijing by train, maybe you'll pass a train with double-stacked containers - chances

are it will be these, as the X2 series well wagons are the only double-stack container wagons in China.

The X2 series double-stack container well wagon is specially designed to carry container traffic. Once a X2 wagon equips ZK6
bogies, it’s called “X2K”, and its max speed is up to 120 km/h.

Three colors of X2K wagons are included, which should be mixed in a long train for a more realistic effect!

Features Include:
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- Normal Maps.
- Weathered.

- Rear Sign Light.
- Load Product.
- LOD System.
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It's incredible if you like these types of arcade style shooting games. simple controls. the graphics are astoundingly brilliant like
really bright. i'll let you know you have space to go up down left and right. it always aims up, which i like. and.. it's just really
cool. intense. like a good old game but modernized. um have you ever played Satan's Hollow on the C-64? or gorf? whoever
made this did a brilliant job on it! Recommended if you like this type of game.
. My only problem with this software is the fact there isn't localization to my native language (Brazilian Portuguese). Version 2.x
had.. I personally love rhythm games for example, Super Hexagon and crypt of the necrodancer.
This game can produce some form of rage because its that type of game that you have to re-do and re-do and for this im not
gonna give negativity towards this game.

Pros:
The music that you are playing along side with is great, very 8bit and retro.
This game has a lot of replayablity as you keep trying and trying to beat a particlur stage.
This game is cheap.

Cons:
There isn't an options menu, so you can't lower volume in game you'd have to go to your sound mixer.
The game is stuck in fullscreen without an options menu you can't go into windowed mode easily.. Fun game for the 3 bucks,
got about 4 hours and I stretched it so I could see what all the best parts looked like before beating it. A definite 5/7, 10/10 with
rice.. try this game it is so fun. Boring and confusing.
This game has dull graphics and is verydifficult to understand. I have trouble doing anything and don't like the game at all.. I
love this game, just look at my reccomendation.

(Game has potential do not buy yet, i got it for free and still a waste of money.). Personally, I don't love the story, but it's not
bad either. So I am not giving a thumbs-down for merely that. The one thing that bothers me is the 'mazes' you've seen other
reviews probably mentioning. They aren't very difficult but some of them have certain 'dangerous spots' that move around on
random moments.  Think it's 3rd or 4th with those arms.
The game uses these mazes to have some people die and uses it as a judging mechanism. I thought alright sure, bit tedious, but
hey can roll with it. The last maze of the game is annoying since the time is quite short and in order to avoid the monsters you
need to wait for the arms to move. Annoying, but in 4 tries I had the maze completely and saved all of them 
On restart of the game however, you have to do all those mazes again, and again to look for different outcomes. Imho, this is
what completely kills this game. That you have to do those mazes the first time, sure, not fun, but alright I'll do them for story's
sake.
But second time they are just outrageously tedious and I just stopped right then and there. There's no way to skip mazes. Worse,
in the last maze  it influences the story and ending and for different outcomes you  thus have to do it again, and again if you
want to know what happens.
I like visual novels with puzzles, riddles, psychological aspects and such, but this completely missed the mark for me.. Lose
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ability to save, after 5 saves.
Lose ability to use menu, after leaving any spaceport.
Combat allows enemy to shoot you from anywhere, but player needs to be within reticle to hit with any reliability.
Enemy ships can prevent you from shooting (as opposed to damaging your ship and/or guns).
Mission difficulties do not remotely reflect their challenge level in relation to your ship/weapons/skill/time-spent.
With all that said... Great concept. Reminds me of Freelancer, which was [is] awesome, most especially as it was ahead of its
time in terms of conceptualization.
Okay graphics (I find good game-play exponentially more important than good graphics -- anyone can make a pretty game) so
the visual side suits it well.
The player and ship controls did, for the most part, make sense.
Quests were easy enough to follow, with directional markers and descriptions, and dialogue was coherent and sensible.
Sadly... Poor implementation. Needs some major fixes and proper testing (as opposed to in-house testing).
Will keep an eye on a few internet places and see if the issues are resolved. Worth considering a repurchase at a later date. ** If
you read this as a developer of this game, I hope any negative points are taken as pointers towards a need for improvement in
certain aspects, and that they do not detract from the positives of what started as an enjoyable experience in the first 50 minutes
of my 70 minute playtime. If 5/7 was enjoyable, that isn't a bad hit rate at all. Please keep up the effort.. I am a fan of mma and
have been looking out for a good mma game on steam for a long time. Like a previous reviewer mentioned, there have been
some mma games on steam before, but for various reasons they were just not really good. When I saw MMA Arena, I was a
little wary that this might be another disappointment. But after playing it for a few hours, I can safely say this isn't the case.

Customisation:

In MMA Arena, you get to customise various aspects of your fighter from his looks to his movesets. This allows you to create
your own unique fighter. Your looks, gear and movesets are all unlockable in-game. Once your fighter is created, you get to
choose the gym to train at and the disciplines to specialize in. I chose Elite MMA and specialized in Muay Thai and Jiu-Jitsu.

You have a moveset of 40 cards. This includes stand up offense and defense and ground offense and defense. There are basic
moves and moves from your chosen discipline. As you train in your discipline, you will unlock cards specific to your discipline
that you may use to upgrade your deck and moveset.

Preferring to be an all rounder, I have chosen to place an equal number of cards in my stand up offense and defense and ground
offense and defense. This allows me to be prepared for any situation, but I won't truly excel in any specific area.

It is possible to specialise more in stand up or your ground game.

Gameplay:

Each round has 8 turns. 4 turns of attack and defend for you and your opponent. When you attack, your opponent defends and
vice versa. Each turn you may choose a card from a choice of 3 to attack or defend with. There is a timer per turn, so you have
to assess the situation quickly. Since you can see the 3 cards available to your opponent, you can guess the move he will make
and hopefully counter it. This will allow you to block, if you are on defense or strike an opening if you are attacking.

If your stamina permits, you may use more than one card per turn, up to a maximum of 3. But bear in mind that each card can
only be used once per fight and is eliminated from your deck, leaving you with your remaining cards to work with. This strategic
aspect of the game is fun for me, as I have to decide how I wish to plan my attack and defense.

So far, I have only fought 3 round fights. I don't know what happens if I were to fight 5 round fights and run out of cards.
Maybe I will gas like real mma fighters and be unable to attack or defend myself.

Misc:

The tutorial is easy to follow and explains most of the things you need to know. The rest is pretty intuitive. I've not encountered
any bugs in the game while playing it.

So far, I have only unlocked my red belt for Muay Thai and Jiu-Jitsu. There are still a ton of things to unlock, moveset and gear-
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wise and many more fights to go for in career mode. For the asking price and all the features of the game, I think it is worth
every cent. This is a game that I see myself investing many more hours in, largely for the customisation aspect to create the most
efficient and effective fighter.

A minor complain is that I wish there were different ring girls to design or unlock though. The ring girl in the game is not really
suited to my tastes.
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Certainly an interesting experience, although it feels too short in comparison to the plot it's trying to tell.

The art is quite unique and the music is fitting, the protagonist is nicely designed and the dialogue options are amusing.
Although it seems like there's one dialogue option at the start when you first talk to the escape artist; that seems to stick and not
advance properly unless you just click on all three dialogue options.

The story is pretty generic but is still genuine in its intentions, the writing is strong but is not brought to its full potential due to
how short the game is. The whole story is very abrupt and feels like an abridged version of a relatively typical animated movie.
The plot just doesn't fit well into this small a time frame. The entire sequence about logic and fallacy doesn't make much sense
considering it doesn't truly have anything to do with the story, it seems to be artificially injected in for the sake of trying to
teach the player some kind of lesson.

Overall while it was a nice little experience, it definitely is rough around the edges in the way it tells a generic magician story in
a half hour; with this strange inclusion of a lesson on critical thinking. Would of much rather paid for a larger scale story that
has been fully fleshed out and fits into itself, then this very confined and uncertain short story. Still interesting though to be sure,
just this same concept would have been much more interesting and more natural in a larger format.. This is a really Good and
Great game they have english so i can understand it and i love how the artwork and how smooth it is so yeah keep it up :D.
scrolling though steam yesterday and the name Tentacult caught my eye, watched the trailer for it and just cracked up laughing.
best 99c iv ever spent on anything, the game is simple yet very addictive to play. well worth the 99c i paid for this 10\/10 would
buy again. Thanks god i can skip all those narrative. Other games should learn from it - adding a skip button is simple!!!
. This game is not for me.

While cute, They Bleed Pixels has some... uh... interesting design choices that make it a frustrating experience for me.

Don't get me wrong. I've played other flagship games in the "hardcore platformer" category and I know there's good design
and challenging gameplay in \u00abThey Bleed Pixels\u00bb, but ultimately it falls on its face. The 1-button combat, while
interesting on paper is a mess on execution. And even if you manage to master it, there's not enough variety in enemies to
really take advantage of it.

The platforming is good and the checkpoint mechanic is pioneering, if not my favorite implementation (you have to stay still
for a few seconds to deploy it). I would prefer it to be a more active choice, but this is nevertheless a good idea in a punishing
game.

I personally disliked the story and integration with more \u00abLovecraftesque\u00bb elements, they feel tacked on and not
really an integral part of the game. While they make for very good subjects for excellent pixel art, in many ways it could be
replaced with other horror genre tropes and it would be functionally the same.

Overall, get this game if you like the hard platforming aspect. The combat in this game ultimately feels added on and not
really designed: it's gimmicky, badly implemented and without anything substantial to try it on.. a rlly mellow game for
having weird feelings in
don't get it if you're not willing to spend ten bucks on something odd and brief, but if you are, do. Why I decided to give this
game a thumbs down:

I, like many others, only play single-player.

Ironically though, if I wanted to play multi-player, I could now download the f2p version.
But I don't want to play multi-player, so I have to pay.
And if I pay, I expect to get a product that is at least worthy of the great MOW lineage.

Yet what do I get for my money? A very shoddy, unimaginative and boring sp experience. I\u2019m half way through the
campaign ... and I\u2019m bored. There\u2019s no serious tactical challenge, and not a single \u2018memorable
moment\u2019.
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As CtA is still early access, I'm not going to go into the game mechanics except to say that they need a LOT of work.

So, what, exactly do you get for your 40 Euro (when not on sale)?

Multi-player = well, you can now download that for free, so I\u2019m only going to focus on what you have to pay for.

That leaves us with:

Skirmish = fun for a while, but quickly gets repetitive, and definitely NOT worth 40 Euro.

Campaign = absolute simplistic drivel on the level of CoD or Battlefield. E.g. the Blackhawk Down mission ... really!?! Is
that the best you can come up with?

Now, a new, or younger player, coming from one of the above cited games may be happy with the rather childish
\u2018campaign\u2019, and perhaps that's what the devs are after. But for an experienced tactical player it's extremely
unsatisfactory to say the least.

Hence, the F2P dilemma:
Multi-player = free
Very dull and unimaginative single-player = paid

I can perfectly understand why a lot of people are unhappy about the situation, and would be compelled to express their
feelings in a negative review. But here's what gave me the final push to write my own review: the patronising and arrogant
diatribe posted by developer Instinct entitled Fact Check in which he dismisses anyone who writes a negative review about
Call To Arms as a \u201chater\u201d and admits absolutely no responsibility for the discontent expressed by a lot of the
people who bought this game.

Well done Instinct, you\u2019ve earned yourself another negative review, the first that I have ever given on Steam!

Now, prove to me that you can do better and I might change my mind.. ALL the problems with the first ToW have NOT been
addressed.

You are still not in full control of your own troops, and are at the full mercy of the disgusting spaasticated AI to handle your
troops, either that or you constantly have to micromanage every single inch of their behaviour. ToW2 would really be served
better by being turned based IMO.
The supplied campaigns and scenarios are still just stupid beyond ALL words.
The enemy AI is also still just as spaastic, and the same lazy,\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665poor programmer
trick of adding brutal ammounts of profane AI cheating to compensate still applies.
This time, unlike in ToW 1, you cannot even access the unit data files and change them as you wish - this became VITAL in
ToW 1 in making your own "cheats" which was the only way to complete some of it's scenarios! The miserable party-pooping
po-faced bastards at 1C have even taken that little bit of fun from us!

At least the very useful, quick and easy to use mission generator is still with us. You will find this is the only place in ToW
2:A where you will get a fair scenario from it!

The scope of the game, both geographical and chronological, restricts the number of units to play with. Even so, even with
that excuse considered, this game is UNFORGIVABLY lacking, eg the British only have ONE actual British built medium
tank, the "Valentine III". Even the famed "queen of the desert", the Matilda II is not included.
Even with the Italians added by the Centauro DLC, there still is not much.

The only improvement is that the old IL2 Sturmovik engine has been dropped, replaced by another that offers much better
looking scenery.

It is clear 1C Company put little effort into this game. Very little. In fact it's
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a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665con IMO. There are DLCs alone for other games that have MORE
content than this "full title" PLUS it's DLC!

Avoid at all costs.. So the season pass.

If you really liked this game, and want more, this is a good idea to buy. If you felt satisfied with your experience with the
main game, this may accually be a pass in my opinion. You get to play cold cold heart here, and the story is more or less
rushed, but it is still a fun experience.

You also get the senario pack with Bruce Wayne, and that is also a fun little extra, You also get a ton of diffrent costumes,
and many of them are refrences that hardcore Batman fan will properly find cool. Overall I enjoyed this seaons pass, but
personal I find it a bit dull. Thumps up. 4 out of 10. putrefaction 2 is an fps that attempts to recapture the magic of the 90s
shooter, it's not finished yet, having 5 levels all of which however are decent in length. It's a really fun game marred by bugs
at the moment, but thankfully none of the ones that I've encountered have been horifically game breaking. comparing it to
other games, I'd say its quake 2 meets painkiller/serious sam and turok the dinosaur hunter.

Pro's:
The game is fun, fast and fluid. Movement feels good most of the time, (though I'll touch on that in the cons) and the
weapons are all fun to use.

All enemies use projectile weapons, not a bloody hitscamming enemy in sight. (thank bloody God)

Every level thus far is unique, and whilst they typically adhere to a theme they all look and feel different.

The level design is open and non linear, there's gibs and blood, no taking cover, no reloading, it's classic 90s fun.

Con's:
The game is buggy, enemies phasing through the environment at times and getting stuck on nothing, and the hit detection
doesn't always seem to work.

I've gotten stuck on pieces of the environment, especially level 5.

level 5 has halls that are to cramped and short.

The shotguns animation doesn't link up with it's audio, as the player ♥♥♥♥♥ the gun before the sound even plays.

The third level has a boss, which is a passable boss, not great but not bad. But what destroys it is that your given no ammo
before entering, and the ammo present in the area isn't enough to get by on. I scoured the level just to get all the ammo I
could before entering, and by the time I had beaten it, I was completely out of ammo for all but a measly 10 with my pistol,
and I had to fall back on the boss rooms resources. Meaning even the extra ammo was barely enough.

I'm packing a gtx 1070, and this game still dips in the framerate department on occasion, especially in level 5.

This games visuals are... inconsistent. It has no solid style, with some enemies and weapons looking pretty cartoonish when
compared to the rest.

Some of the environments are baron, just large open spaces with nothing.

Verdict:
whilst its had its problems, its an early build, so issues are expected. I enjoyed my time with the game thus far, and can't wait
to see what's yet to come.

Seriously though, hammer down on the bugs, they're not game breaking but they are painfully noticable and mildly
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irritating.
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